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 A dictionary defines family as ‘A group consisting of

two parents and their children living together as a

unit’.

 Another definition is - "Two or more people who

share goals and values, have long-term

commitments to one another and reside usually in

the same dwelling."



 A family is more than a collection of individuals sharing a
specific physical and psychological space. While families
occur in diverse forms and complexities in today’s rapidly
changing society, and represent a multiplicity of cultural
heritages, each may be considered a natural, sustained social
system with the following unique properties:

o An evolved set of rules

o Many assigned and ascribed roles for its members

o An organized power structure

o Intricate overt and covert forms of communication

o Numerous ways of negotiating and problem solving that permit 
various tasks to be performed effectively

o (Golden berg, 2013) 



 The traditional family consists of a father, mother

and children - the standard family.

 The idea that parents and children make a family is

a basic definition. It changes in the 21st century

showcases;

o children raised in single parent homes,

o children raised by grandparents,

o families opt to have no children

o friends/pets as family



 Regardless of how you choose to define your family

unit, whether it is traditional or unique, your

definition is of the family unit that works for you.

 As the saying goes, "Family is what you make it."

Whether made of blood relatives, friends, or pets, or

a combination of these, your family can offer you

the support you need to thrive.



 According to the U.S. Census Bureau:
o "A family includes a householder and one or more people

living in the same household who are related to the
householder by birth, marriage, or adoption”.

 Family, as defined by a 1970s Long Island, New York
housing code (upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in
1974):
o "One or more persons related by blood, adoption, or

marriage, living and cooking together as a single
housekeeping unit, exclusive of household servants. A number
of persons but not exceeding two (2) living and cooking
together as a single housekeeping unit though not related by
blood, adoption, or marriage shall be deemed to constitute a
family”.



 Three Views of "Family," by the U.S. Supreme Court:

o A traditional “nuclear family” of two parents and their

children, and where the parents are presumed to be acting in

the best interests of their children. In such a family, there is no

need to give the children their own voice – even when

parents do such things as institutionalize their children;

o An extended-kind model of family made up of a community

of parents, siblings, grandparents and other relatives which

should be recognized as a primary family, even if the blood-

ties are not as strong as a nuclear family;

o An individualist model where family members are fairly

autonomous and that individuality should be respected.



 Family, as defined by Statistics Canada:

o “ A now-married couple, a common-law couple or a lone-

parent with a child or youth who is under the age of 25

and who does not have his or her own spouse or child

living in the household. Now-married couples and
common-law couples may or may not have such children

and youth living with them. Now-married couples and

common-law couples are classified as husband-wife

families and the partners in the couple are classified as

spouses."





 It is a branch of psychotherapy that works with families

and couples in intimate relationships to nurture change

and development (Dictionary).

 It is a type of psychological counseling (psychotherapy)

that helps family members improve communication and

resolve conflicts (Mayo Clinic).

 It is whereby parents, or even other family members,

work with trained individual's such as social workers,

psychologists and licensed counselors to achieve a

relative stability (Psychology Dictionary)



 Nuclear Family

o A core family unit of husband, wife, & their children.

o Has traditionally been seen as the main provider of

socialization for the young & as a preserver of cultural

traditions.

o Viewed as the social grouping in which society sanctions

sexual relationships.

o The traditional nuclear family household is shrinking on both

number and percentage.



 Single Parent Family

o A family that includes one parent, either biological or

adoptive, who is solely relationship for care of self and

children.

 Remarried Family

o A family created when two people marry and at least one

of them has been married previously and has a

child/children.



 Dual-Career Family

o Both marital partners are engaged in work that is

developmental in sequence and to which they have a

high commitment.

o The acronym DINK (dual income, no kids) is one that is used

to describe a portion of this population.

o Balancing the dual career and family life can lead to

satisfaction as well as conflict.

o Learning new skills, staying flexible, and continually

assessing and revising work and family life are necessary if
dual-career couples are to thrive.



 Childless Family

o Decide not to have children or remain childlessness as a

result of chance such as marrying late) or biology

(infertility).

o Childless couples have opportunities and advantages less

stress, more discretionary income, and greater options to

serve in the community, but they face pressures and may

be stigmatized if they elect to be childless.



 Gay/Lesbian Family

o Are made up of same sex couples without children or with

children from a previous marriage or as a results of artificial

insemination.

o Better educated and have higher incomes than

heterosexual couples, which partially explains their varied

lifestyles.

o Face some form of discrimination and prejudice in the

communities in which they live.



 Aging Family

o A family headed by those 65 years old and above.

o The focus of this family type is on health, transition to

retirement, widowhood, sexual dysfunction, dealing with

adult children, grad parenting, imparting wisdom, and

long-lived marriages.

o Aging families are involved with the launching or re-

launching of their young adult children and sometimes in

the care of their grand children.



 Multigenerational Family

o Households that include a child, a parent, and a grand

parent are considered multi generational families.

o By the year 2020, the typical family will consist of at least

four generations

o Two factors; the economy and medical advancement are

influencing the increase in the number if these families.
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1. Leaving home: Single young adults

2. The joining of families through marriage: The new

couple

3. Families with young children

4. Families with adolescents

5. Launching families and moving on

6. Families in later life













 The ethnic background of families influences their

concept of life cycles and their behaviors in regard

to life events.

 Different ethnic groups within our culture have

different language patterns that affect the way

they communicate.

 Understanding the ethnicity background may

improve the communication and develop the trust

in the family.



 The onset of an illness in a family member can disrupt life

cycles temporarily or permanently.

 Illness represents one of the major adaptational

challenges for the entire family system, as it attempts to

cope with loss and dysfunction and tries to re-organize

itself.

 Some families will have to confront the physical and

cognitive declines that older members often experience.

 Many elderly people experience simple forgetting; but

others endure more serious losses of cognitive capacity

in the forms of dementia or Alzheimer’s disease.



 The End..


